To compare the performance of scanning laser topography (SLT) and scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) on the rim of the optic nerve head and its surrounding area and thereby to evaluate whether these imaging technologies are influenced by other factors beyond the thickness of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL).
INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma, a potentially blinding disease, is characterized by a significant loss of neuronal tissue before the first functional damages and clinical symptoms appear. To initiate treatment before functional loss develops, glaucoma needs to be detected as early as possible. This detection relies on examinations of structural damage to the optic nerve head (ONH) and the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) in combination with an assessment of the visual function, which in the case of glaucoma typically means evaluating the patient's visual field. This assessment of glaucomatous changes depends on the examination method, the patient's compliance, and the ophthalmologist's experience. Therefore, it is prone to subjectivity and variability. The traditional way of documenting these structural changes, stereophotography of the optic disc, requires a subjective assessment as well [1] . Additionally, worldwide it is difficult to obtain a certified device (e.g. in Europe no certified device is available at all).
The introduction of modern imaging technologies has decreased the dependence on the subjective interpretation of the observer. For the diagnosis of glaucoma, two methods of computer-based scanning laser imaging are widely considered a huge step forward in the early detection and follow-up analysis of glaucomatous changes to the optic nerve head and the retinal ganglion cells: scanning laser topography (SLT) and scanning laser polarimetry (SLP). SLT provides multiple confocal shallow depth-of-field images that are combined to provide a three-dimensional image of the optic disc and its surrounding area -it is, in fact, more a topography than a tomography. SLP measures the thickness of the RNFL based on the change of polarization -called retardation -that occurs when light passes through a birefringent tissue like the microtubules of the retinal nerve fiber layer. In the eye, the RNFL isn't the only tissue with these properties; the cornea [2] and to a much lower extent the crystalline lens [3] are birefringent, too. SLP devices compensate for the effect of this anterior segment birefringence with a special technique; in earlier devices with a fixed corneal compensator (FCC) and since 2002 using variable corneal compensation (VCC) as in current models like the GDx VCC (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany). The latest method, called enhanced corneal compensation (ECC), is said to have further improved the evaluation of the RNFL by the SLP device and, according to recent studies [4, 5] has increased both the diagnostic accuracy and the correlation between functional and structural measurements. Recent research indicates that there is still a large gap between the diagnostic conclusions reached using these modern imaging devices and the clinical assessment: a study of 312 glaucoma patients and 41 control participants by Pablo et al., [6] found that the agreement between the stereophotographic evaluations and the conclusions based on SLT and SLP was just 52.9%. Medeiros et al., [7] could show already SLP with VCC to be superior to these techniques, and that the new SLP ECC technology again is an advantage in image quality and provides an increased ability to detect early glaucomatous damage and even small changes [8] . It has recently [9] been demonstrated that SLT and SLP are less dependent on scan quality (within the range recommended as acceptable by the manufacturer of each imaging device) than ocular coherence tomography (OCT). Fig. (1) . This picture of a healthy, young individual's optic nerve head shows the four concentric ellipses that were superimposed on each of the participants' SLT and SLP images. The innermost ellipse marks the measurements taken exactly on the nerve head's rim, the other measurements were taken at 1.25 optic nerve head diameters (ONHD), at 1.5 ONHD and at 1.75 ONHD. All data points were saved and documented in the same order: starting on the temporal side (T) and then proceeding towards the superior (S), the nasal (N), the inferior (I) segment und coming full circle back to the temporal periphery.
While there are several similarities between SLT and SLP like the easy handling, the pain-and hassle-free experience for the patient, and the use of scanning laser technology, there are also some fundamental differences in the basic principles of measurement between the two imaging technologies. SLP measures the thickness of a tissue layer with birefringent properties in vivo while SLT provides the ophthalmologist with a three-dimensional image of 32 confocal hight plane profiles. Whenever the observer of these images tries to assess whether obvious changes have occurred which may be interpreted as a sign of glaucomatous damage, it should be kept in mind that SLT does not measure the thickness of the retinal nerve fiber layer directly but rather puts its three-dimensional data in relation to a predetermined reference level. The measurements of both methods correlate with visual field loss in glaucoma patients [4, 8, 10, 11] .
In literature, we could only find one comparison of RNFL measurements by means of SLT and SLP [12] revealing significant differences in SLT and SLP measurements but congruences in ratio parameters although SLT measurements were taken at the rim of the optic disc and SLP data at 1.5 OD diameters. But there are important differences of the anatomy at the rim of the optic disc and the area in 1.5 OD diameters, like e.g. a higher density of blood vessels, glial tissues, and the kinking of the nerve fibers downwards to the lamina cribrosa.
Therefore, it seemed worthwhile to us to compare both methods at the same topographical points in clearly defined distances from the optic nerve head to find out (1) if the layer thickness as measured by SLT and SLP is identical,
if data gathered by both methods does correlate,
if the distance from the optic nerve head rim plays a role, and (4) if these findings might influence the interpretation of clinical findings by SLT and SLP.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
We examined 154 eyes of 96 participants who were assigned to five different groups. 41 eyes (21 individuals) were designated "young normals" (YNorm), 24 eyes (16 individuals) were labelled "older normals" (ONorm), 35 eyes (21 individuals) "normal tension glaucoma" (NTG), 27 eyes (19 individuals) were classified as "open-angle glaucoma with early visual field defect" (OAGE) and 27 eyes (19 individuals) as "open-angle glaucoma with advanced visual field defect" (OAGA) according to the visual field in glaucoma classification of Aulhorn [13] . 4 patients had their right and left eyes assigned to different groups. The average age of the YNorm was 25 years (min. 23 years, max. 27 years), the average age of the ONorm was 64.8 years (min. 58 years, max. 83 years), in the NTG group it was 67.3 years (min. 46 years, max. 81 years), in the OAGE group 60.8 years (min. 37 years, max. 82 years) and in the OAGA group 64.7 years (min. 37 years, max. 82 years). 52 of our study objects were male, 44 were female. The young healthy subjects were students at the University of Essen, all individuals in the 4 other groups were patients at the University Eye Hospital Essen. For scanning laser polarimetry we used a GDx/NFA, version 2.010 E beta (LDT, San Diego, California, currently Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) which is based on an aluminium-arsenic laser (wavelength 780 nm, maximal retinal illumination 0.025 Watt/cm 2 ). Scanning laser topography was performed with a TopSS, software version 3.0.19 (LDT, San Diego, California currently Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany), a device that uses a galliumaluminum-arsenide laser (wavelength 780 nm, maximal retinal illumination 0,025 Watt/cm 2 ) as reported elsewhere [14] . To draw a valid comparison between the two imaging technologies, using images of exactly the same size depicting exactly the same area in identical resolution was essential. All images used for this study were centered on the optic nerve head, their size was 15° by 15° and they had a resolution of 256 x 256 pixels.
In the first step, three images were taken with the SLT device and a mean image was calculated. The same was done with the SLP instrument. These mean images were used for the further procedures. The mean image of the SLT device, containing 65,536 height data points, was exported to a file and stored on optical discs. Deriving from the TopSS technique in many points, e.g. the same data base structure was used in all TopSS and GDx/NFA instruments. Therefore, the GDx/NFA software was able to import the TopSS data and afterwards to read both kinds of data, the topographic height information of the SLT and the polarimetric data of the GDx as well. Even the implemented alignment software was identical and could be employed for measurements of both instruments.
For the following evaluation steps, the SLP computer was used. Four concentric ellipses were superimposed on each of the mean images: the first one measuring exactly at the rim of the optic nerve head (1.0 ONHD), the next measuring at 1.25 optic nerve head diameters (ONHD), the third at 1.5 ONHD and the fourth measuring at 1.75 ONHD. Each circle was 5 pixels wide (Fig. 1) . Since SLT measures the height of the scanned anatomical structures relative to a reference level, some of its data can be negative. To establish a system that would convert all registered data points into positive numbers, we defined the lowest point in each examined eye as zero with the remaining data points determined by their elevation relative to this zero level. The data gained using SLP was treated the same way.
All data points were saved and documented in the same order: temporal superior, superior, nasal, inferior and temporal inferior (TSNIT).
All statistical analyses (Wilcoxon test, Spearman correlation) were calculated using SPSS statistical software for Windows.
RESULTS
Presented here are the curves and their characteristics for the 5 different groups. The figures show from top to bottom the measured elevation of the RNFL in each group of individuals at the rim of the ONH (1.0 ONHD), at 1.25 ONHD, at 1.5 ONHD and at 1.75 ONHD, respectively.
Young, Normal Individuals (YNorm)
For both imaging technologies, the rule for most groups is a twin peak-shaped curve with maxima in both the superior and the inferior sector at the rim of the optic nerve head (1.0 ONHD). This is much more distinct in SLT than in SLP. The two peaks of the SLT lose their prominence with increasing distance of the data points from the optic nerve head. In healthy young individuals, SLT has its peaks at 437 m, i.e. in the superior quadrant. This highest level is reduced by 102 m at 1.25 ONHD, decreases by a further 73 m at 1.5 m ONHD and measures 230 m at 1.75 ONHD while still being the highest elevation of the SLT curve. The peak in the inferior sector of the optic nerve head is of 399 m height at 1 ONHD and decreases to just below 150 m at 1.75 ONHD.
The superior peak shows an overall decrease in height (from the innermost to the outermost circle) of 52.6%, the peak in the inferior sector decreases by 36.34%. The SLP has peaks in the superior and inferior sector as well, but their maxima increase from 1.0 ONHD (61 m for the highest point of the superior sector) through 1.75 ONHD (77 m for the superior peak). In general, the largest increase of nerve fiber layer thickness is between the measurement ellipses at 1.0 and 1.25 ONHD (Fig. 2) .
Older Normal Individuals (ONorm)
Unlike in YNorm, the highest peak of SLT measurements in older healthy (i.e. non-glaucomatous) individuals at 1.0 ONHD is in the inferior, not in the superior sector. At the other points of measurement, the inferior peak is slightly below the highest level of the superior segment. The superior peak decreases from 1.0 ONHD through 1.75 ONHD by 46%, the inferior peak by 57%.
The SLP curve shows a slight elevation representing a thickening of the RNFL from 1.0 through 1.25 ONHD. The data remain relatively consistent at the outermost measurement zones (Fig. 3) .
Patients with Normal Tension Glaucoma (NTG)
Once again, in SLT the peak at 1.0 ONHD is in the inferior sector, while at the other distances from the optic nerve head's rim the height maxima are located in the superior quadrant. This peak decreases from 1.0 ONHD through 1.75 OHND by 49%. The SLP indicates an increasing RNFL thickness from 1.0 through 1.25 up to 1.5 ONHD in both the superior and the inferior quadrants. At 1.75 ONHD, however, there is a slight reduction of that layer's thickness. The superior quadrant's height increases by 27%, the inferior quadrant's height by 37% (Fig. 4) .
Patients with Open-Angle Glaucoma and Early Visual Field Defect (OAGE)
The SLT peak in the superior sectors seems to be split in patients with early glaucomatous damage: there are two similar peaks at 1.0 ONHD, each having an elevation of about 360 m. The inferior peak's maximum height at 1.0 ONHD is 259 m. It decreases towards the periphery by 53%.
The superior peak at 1.75 ONHD is, compared to the twin elevations at 1.0 ONHD, lower by 47%. SLP has a maximum height at 1.0 ONHD of 36 m for the superior and of 34 m for the inferior quadrant right at the rim of the optic disc. The RNFL gets thicker at the next two measurement circles with the inferior segment being the thickest. At 1.75 m there is a marked decrease with a maximum height of 33 m for the superior and of 34 m for the inferior peak. This represents a sharp decrease of the RNFL thickness both superiorly and inferiorly compared to the height at 1.5 ONHD by about a third (Fig. 5) .
Patients with Open-Angle Glaucoma and Advanced Visual Field Defect (OAGA)
The SLT maxima at the rim are 400 m in the inferior and 386 m in the superior sector. (Fig. 6) .
DISCUSSION
In our comparison of SLT and SLP measurements, there is a general tendency for the SLT values to decrease from the rim of the optic disc towards the periphery while SLP values tend to increase with distance from the optic nerve head. Younger and older healthy subjects had similar SLT curves with increasing elevation from 1.0 through 1.5 and a slight decline at 1.75 OHND. Glaucoma patients had quite different curves with an irregular pattern of height reduction from the rim of the nerve head towards the periphery. The largest decrease of nerve layer height occurred between 1.0 and 1.25 ONHD. All three groups of glaucoma patients showed only a minor decrease in thickness from 1.25 to 1.5 ONHD, with an almost flat curve (= no decrease) in glaucoma patients with advanced damage. The decrease from 1.5 to 1.75 ONHD was similar in all three patient groups. In SLP curves, there was a more pronounced drop in thickness from 1.5 to 1.75 in patients with early glaucomatous damage. In advanced glaucoma, values showed a low increase and a low modulation of the TSNIT curves.
The peaks in the superior and the inferior segments of the optic nerve head, visible in SLT as well as in SLP, are consistent with the optic disc's anatomy: in these segments there is a strong accumulation of nerve fibers entering the optic nerve head [15] . Histological studies in combination with the use of imaging technologies [16] , have demonstrated that the RNFL is strongest in the inferior segment, just slightly thinner in the superior quadrant with decreasing thickness in the nasal, and, finally, the temporal segment. Klemm [15] as well as Jonas and Dichtl [17] have demonstrated that the nerve fiber layer increases in thickness from the periphery towards the optic nerve head.
Furthermore, the measurements reflect physiological and pathological changes: young healthy individuals have a thick RNFL, in elder normal participants the RNFL gets thinner due to the age-related loss of retinal neurons. Glaucoma patients have reduced curve modulations with reduced increases of the inferior and superior nerve fiber layer indicating the demise of retinal ganglion cells, the crucial pathophysiological event so typical for this disease. Since SLT registers changes in height relative to a level of reference and not a specific decrease or increase in the thickness of the RNFL, the hight values measured at 1.0 ONHD which are not in accordance with the histology of the layer at the rim seem to indicate the influence of another tissue: in this part of the optic nerve head the vessels are lying close together and have relatively thick diameters. Therefore, SLT measurements in this region will lead to results which are considerably higher than in the periphery [18] . Glia cells contribute to a relative increase in height at the neuroretinal rim and may further influence the measurements [19] , especially in glaucoma [20] .
SLP tends to measure the lowest values at the rim of the optic nerve head (1.0 ONHD). Here the axons of the retinal ganglion cells unite and continue in a funnel-shaped bundle kinking downwards to the lamina cribrosa. This causes a change in the laser beam's angle of incidence. But if the laser beam is not perpendicular, it passes less through the tissues but is rather following the kinking nerve fibers. It hits fewer optical boundaries, the phase shift introduced by the birefringent material and consequently the retardation values are lower, and the SLP device calculates a thinner nerve fiber layer thickness.
It is well established that data gathered by SLP technology from the rim of the optic nerve head differs considerably from measurements taken more peripherally. Therefore, even in the beginning of the clinical use of SLP it has been suggested by Glück et al., [21] to omit results of SLP evaluations performed at the rim of the ONH.
The same anatomical circumstances affect SLT, too, but with increasing instead of decreasing values. The superior and inferior veins and arteries do not only influence the RNFL profile using SLT but also the results of another technology, optical coherence tomography (OCT) as demonstrated by Hood et al., [22] and Medeiros et al. [8] . Basically, the OCT technique is able to measure blood vessels but unfortunately, many of the present software releases are not using this information for their clinical patient reports [23] . Hopefully, new OCT software versions will exclude vessels from nerve fiber measurements as well as already provided by SLP today. Further towards the periphery, medium and large scan circles around the optic nerve head have just recently been proven useful for RNFL evaluation in glaucoma by Dada et al. [24] .
SLT and SLP were most strongly correlated at distances of 1.25 and 1.5 ONHD from the rim of the optic nerve head. Both technologies are reliable in detecting relative changes of the retinal nerve fiber layer. The absolute values provided by these instruments, however, have to be treated cautiously. Different to OCT tomography, SLT measures height values of the retinal surface but it cannot detect what kind of tissue is under the surface. Therefore, SLT provides information of the sum of all tissues under the surface, e.g. the RNFL but also blood vessels and glial tissue. In addition, SLT measurements depend on a 'reference level' which is prone to intra-and interindividual variations and is thus difficult to define. It is undoubtedly a huge advantage of SLP, as stated by Hoffmann [25] , that this technology works without drawing a contour line and a reference plane. In a long-term follow-up study, Funk et al., [11] reported a similar diagnostic value of SLT and perimetry in glaucoma patients. While follow-ups using SLP hitherto are limited, SLP has shown its value as a screening tool for glaucoma and, using a combination of different criteria, outperformed SLT for this purpose [5, 7, 10] . With the use of the new ECC technology trend and event analyses are possible, and the image quality even improved especially in patients with atypical nerve fiber layer patterns [4, 8, 10] .
While SLT and SLP evaluations might look similar at first glance, there are considerable differences between the measurements both methods provide, in particular at the rim of the optic nerve head and in cases of advanced glaucoma. Therefore, a comparison of SLT (HRT) measurements at the rim of the optic disc with SLP (GDx) data at 1.5 OD diameters [12] should be seen with the necessary caution. In the present study we did not use an HRT but a Topographic Scanning System (TopSS) on one hand because the technique is very similar. Both instruments derive from the former Laser Tomographic Scanner, Heidelberg Instruments before the split into Heidelberg Engineering (HRT) and Laser Diagnostic Technologies (TopSS and GDx/NFA) took place. For our purposes the advantage of the TopSS was that it had exactly the same data base structure like the GDx/NFA, enabling to export and afterwards to read the topographical and polarimetrical data with the same instrument. Even the implemented alignment software of TopSS and GDx/NFA was identical and worked properly with data from both devices allowing for the first time an exact 'pixel by pixel' comparison of data from both technologies, SL Topography and SL Polarimetry. In more actual instrument versions the data base technologies developed differently and unfortunately a direct comparison of data is not possible anymore.
CONCLUSIONS
Both imaging technologies are valuable tools in detecting glaucoma. But measurements at the ONH rim should be interpreted critically since both methods might provide misleading results. Here, the SLP device may calculate a thinner nerve fiber layer thickness because the axons of the retinal ganglion cells begin to kink downwards to the lamina cribrosa, and the laser beam may be not perpendicular.
SLT provides information of the sum of all tissues under the surface, e.g. the RNFL but also blood vessels and glial tissue. In addition, SLT measurements depend on a 'reference level' which is prone to intra-and interindividual variations and is thus difficult to define. The observer should cross-check data gained from the rim with the clinical features and ponder the measurement's plausibility. For the assessment of the retinal nerve fiber layer we would like to recommend for both imaging technologies, SLT and SLP, measurements in 1.25 and 1.5 ONHD distance of the rim of the optic nerve head.
